The first subscription agent in Europe (W H Everett and Son) was founded in 1793. Gustav Stechert founded the first American company (later known as Stechert and Hafner) in 1872. These dates reveal that the business of linking journal publishers with their subscribers has a longer history than most people suspect. The provenance of most subsciption agents was either bookselling or publishing. Selling back sets of journals brought some booksellers into subscription work. In the case of EBSCO (Elton B Stephens Company), the founder was a door-to-door magazine salesman in the US in the 1930s. He started his agency with his wife as a partner in 1943.
In the days before the explosion of scientific knowledge caused journals to proliferate, orders for journals were handled hke book orders. Subscriptions were received at the premises of the bookseller, who then delivered them to the customers. The first scientific journal appeared in 1644 (Journal des Spvants), but it was not until around 1825 that the number of new journals began to escalate. The 19th century saw the birth and growth of the specialized research journal. It was not long before the scientific community started to complain about the proliferation of journals. Library budgets have progressively become unable to cope with this growth, particularly of scientific literature. Complaints in the 1930s and '40s centred on diminished access. Now scientific information has become unaffordable. Library budgets are not being funded proportionately to the growth of scientific information, which is estimated at 7% annually.
After World War 11, libraries coped with the growth, especially of scientific, technical and medical (STMI information, by spending more of their budgets on journals and less on books. It did not at first matter whether the journal was needed. There was money galore. The only thing that matered was the size of the journal collection.
The working habits of subscription agencies reflected this growth. They ceased to receive issues at their warehouses. Publishers were requested to send journals directly to libraries. Subscription agencies became high-volume lowmargin businesses. They also became actively involved in seeking customers. Sales teams were appointed first in the home markets, then around the world. Not a week goes by nowadays when there is not a library conference somewhere in the world, attended by subscription agencies promoting their services and exchanging ideas with their customers.
Until the 1970s, subscription agencies basically could survive and stay in business on the discounts granted by publishers. Since then, publisher discounts have been going down steadily and service charges have had to be added.
Until recently, European discounts were substantially higher than American. The reason was that in Europe, because of language barriers and small local markets, the professional socieities contracted their journals to commercial publishers. In the United States, societies are much larger and publish their own journals. Along with the higher European discounts, prices were also higher. Broadly speaking, in STM publishing, the price of information from US journal publishers in 1992 was about half of that for material emanating from European publishers. European titles were therefore yielding gross profit percentages to subscription agencies about four times those on US titles. This is no longer truc, as a result of dscount reductions by some major European commercial publishers.
However, the basic differences remain between commercial journal publishers, who are mainly European, and society and institutional publishers, who are mainly American. While editors from commercial companies travel the world in search of the best authors on their specialized subjects, society or institutional publishers have relatively captive catchment areas, both for contributions and sales. Authors contributing to society journals frequently pay to be published. Those contributing to commercial journals are in some cases paid. Some society journals receive revenue from commercial advertising.
STh4 commercial publishers have always been conscious of the book trade, since many of them are also book publishers. Subscription agencies have been able to support their services to publishers and to libraries only because the tiny or nonexistent discounts from societies were balanced by the discounts from commercial publishers. In other words, the institutional and society publishers were getting a free ride. For subscription agencies to continue to offer good service to libraries, the need today is for commercial publishers to reverse the decline in their discounts and for society and institutional publishers to start paying their share.
Subscription agents have also been caught between the different pricing customs in Europe and the US. In the latter, libraries request, and are charged, the publishers' prices, to which, after averaging discounts, the subscription agent adds a handling charge. In Europe, publishers' prices are marked up, reflecting individual terms from publishers, these mark-ups not being revealed to the customers. Pricing has been further complicated by the fact that S T ' information today originates in many countries, principally the US, Germany, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, Switzerland and the UK.
The subscription business today needs economies of scale and expert knowledge to survive. This, plus competitive pressure, has reduced the number of subscription agencies dramatically in the past twenty years. In 1972, there were 153 full-service subscription agencies in the US, according to a paper presented by Phil Green of EBSCO at an ALA meeting that year. Frugality is necessary to keep costs under control and prices competitive. The subscription industry today is service-sensitive, labourintensive and unusually complex because of the innumerable variables involved in handling tens of thousands of titles from thousands of publishers in dozens of countries. Somehow subscription agencies have to convince individual customers that by paying more they are saving more, when they threaten to order direct from publishers or from rival companies.
According to a Russian proverb, there are two fools in each market -one charges too much and the other charges too little. The key is to find a fine balance between prices asked and services rendered, which involves an even more subtle balance between the use of cost-effective electronic data processing equipment and the human touch of skilled and qualified personnel. Subscription agenaes' lives have not been made easier by the current criticism of high publishers' prices. Too often the agenciesknown by the unsavoury word "vendors" -are blamed for the prices and librarians debate at conferences how best they can fleece the agencies, who, however good the service they render, can only charge the prices set by the publishers.
Subscription agencies are thus beleaguered in a profit squeeze in which they excite less sympathy than they deserve in relation to the services they render. A recent article in a library publication (Advances in Serials Management, Volume Four, 1992) even suggested that the library community should know the prices subscription agencies pay to publishers, so that libraries can decide the prices at which the agencies may bill their customers! Subscription agenaes have no control over publishers' prices, but depend for their livelihood on margins granted by publishers. When the margins are insufficient, they have no alternative but to add charges to the publishers' prices.
Sadly, there is little recognition of the pivotal role that subscription agencies play both for their customers and for their suppliers. Publishers are mostly paid in advance of publication by the agencies, who also help tremendously in reducing claims for missing issues. Libraries have the economy of consolidated invoicing and payment on credit. In addition to many services, such as claims for non-receipt, agencies offer libraries added values such as:
The management of a good agency has to be involved with customer services. They must be both priests, preaching the gospel of their companies' culture to employees and customers, and bus drivers, visiting customers worldwide and reporting back to their co-workers.
Enjoyment value
The marketplace prefers to deal with one company rather than many. Meanwhile, both the publishers and the librarians are facing up to the emergence of super electronic highways such as the US'S National Research Education Network or the UK's SuperJanet. Journals today are a business in flux and the race will be not only to the strong, but to the I agile.
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Pick a system.
Any system.
A t ERSCO we think one of the most important of electronic services that cornpletnents your sysdecisions you'll make for yo~lr lihrary is that of tern's capabilities. Our services are compatible choosing quality subscription service. Equally with most major systems -so you can have supeimportant is choosing the automatecl system that rior subscription service and your system of choice, best fits your library's needs. W h e n you choose too. Call us toclay to learn more about our inde-EBSCO for subscription service, we respect your penclence-orient21ted library automation services. lihrary automation decision and provide a n array Where library automation is a liberating experience.
